
Provided with all parties:
Exclusive use of Wild Place Venue
Instructor(s) to facilitate activities
All materials required for activities
Small plates/bowls/cups and mugs
Use of kitchen area with kettle
Unlimited Squash
Tea & Coffee for adults

Milton Country Park offers three types of outdoor parties, suitable for children from
ages 3-10. All parties are 2h long with access for the host 30 minutes either side for

set-up and packing down.

Outdoor Parties at
Milton Country Park

You Provide:
Snacks
Cake
Party Bags
(optional)

Forest Parties Wild Child
Parties

Outdoor
Parties

All bookings are subject to the T&Cs as listed at https://www.miltoncountrypark.org/booking-terms



What to Expect:

Party organiser accesses space 30 min before

the party starts

Free play during arrival

Parties will start around the fire circle with the

leader gathering the children and explaining the

theme of the party

Group floor art activity, based on party theme

Snack break

Crafting activity based on party theme

Quest based on party theme with reward at the

end

Cake served and singing around the fire circle

Guests head home, instructor and organiser tidy

space. Leave by 30 min after party finishes.

Forest Parties
Suitable for ages 3-7

Fairy, Pirate, or
Dinosaur themed

Max 15 children 
2 instructors

Parents are required to
stay for the duration of
this party. Tea and
coffee are available for
those attending.



What to Expect:

Party organiser gets accesses space 30 min before the

party starts.

Instructor will set up a variety of free play activities

including the mud kitchen, den building sticks, nature

crafting (activity dependant on season), a small

scavenger hunt and more.

Any snacks provided should be set up in the Wild Place

hut. 

Children have free access to the activities when they

arrive until the party ends.

Instructor will facilitate a fire and marshmallow toasting

around 30 min into the party.

Around 30 min from end of party, once fire is

extinguished, cake can be served.

Guests head home, instructor and organiser tidy space.

Leave by 30 min after party finishes.

Wild Child Parties

This party has only 1 instructor who will
facilitate fire & marshmallow toasting, it is the
responsibility of accompanying adults to ensure
that children are suitably supervised.

Suitable for ages 3-7
Based on our successful
Wild Beginnings & Wild

Child Sessions

Max 15 Children
1 instructor

Parents are required to stay for the duration of
this party. Tea and coffee are available for those
attending.



What to Expect:
Party organiser accessed to space 30 min

before the party starts

Free play during arrival

Parties will start around the fire circle with the

leader gathering the children and explaining

activities. Group may be divided to facilitate

activities

Instructors will facilitate bushcraft activities

Snack break

Groups will swap activities or additional

activities provided

Cake served and singing around the fire circle

Guests head home, instructor and organiser

tidy space. Leave by 30 min after party finishes.

Outdoor Parties

Activities provided will include:
Fire lighting (sparks) and marshmallow

toasting

Den building

Seasonal craft activity e.g. Elder bead

necklace/bracelets, wood cookie decoration

or nature wand making

Free play or Wide Games in the Wild Place

Suitable for ages 7-10
Focused on

bushcraft skills
Max 12 Children 

2 instructors

Organiser must stay for the party



FAQ

A: No, please can you serve any food you bring
yourselves - the instructor(s) will be too busy
ensuring that everything else is running smoothly
and everyone is having a good time.

Q: Do I have to stay with my children?

Q: Will the Instructor set up and serve the food and
cake?

A: Under 8s must have a responsible adult present
at all times. Older children may be left but the adult
who has booked the party must remain at all times
& must have contact details for all children who have
been left unattended.

Q: Are there toilets in the Wild Place?

A: No, unfortunately we do not have toilet facilities.
When children need the toilet, it is the responsibility
of the adults present (not the instructor) to take
them to either the toilet block in the car park or the
Cafe.

Q: What about dietary/medical/emotional needs?
A: It is the responsibility of the adult booking the
party to inform the office of any needs of attendees.
Our instructors will do their best to accommodate
needs but must be informed ahead of time


